AIRFLOW WITH ELECTRONIC STEPLESS FANS ON ROASTERS:
AIRFLOW WITH ELECTRONIC STEPLESS FANS ON ROASTERS:

Most our new roasters all have the MDDS Airflow systems. But
some of our older models had only a fan speed control. Here is
how to set up fan speed to work with roasting:
While a dial of 0-100 suggests a wide spread of airflow, best to
find and use 3 settings:
Low
•
Medium and
•
High
•
DON’T WORRY ABOUT THE NUMBERS ON THE FAN SPEED
CONTROL KNOB.
Rather you can use a cigarette lighter to determine settings.
HERE IS HOW:
1. Pull out the trier from the trier Spoon Hole.
2. Put the lighter up to the Open trier spoon hole. When the
flame bends into the chute at about a 45 degree angle, this is
low. Note your dial setting.
3. Next, find medium fan airflow. Light the flame and when the
flame bends heavily into the chute, this is medium. Note your
dial setting.
4. Finally, find high fan airflow. Light the flame and when it
lights but extinguishes, this is high. Note your dial setting. NO
NEED TO GO ABOVE HIGH ON SETTINGS WHEN ROASTING.
how is airflow used?
This is how we use airflow when we roast.
1. Low. From “charge” to end of drying phase ( around 330F), use
an airflow setting of low. This permits the roaster to bring the
core temperature of the beans up to the same temperature as
the outside portion of the beans. This also dries the bean at a
correct rate.
2. Medium. From end of drying phase (330F) to about 30 seconds
before first crack. prepare for 1st crack: look at the seam
(begins to open) and examine the beans under the light. You will
see the slightest smoke coming off the beans.
3. High. From 30 seconds before first crack to end of roast,
open the airflow to high. Get that smoke out of the roaster. No
need to go above above the high setting that you have
determined by the use of lighter.

